1. **Scope**

   This standard details the procedures for:
   1. Cutting, pruning, and disposal of trees, tree parts and other woody vegetation within Right-of-Way (“ROW”) areas requiring clearing; the Conductor Clearance Zone and Side Zones.
   2. Structure Clearing Areas and access routes on or to the ROW.
   3. Cutting, trimming and disposal of danger trees located outside the construction clearing limits.

   Contract clearing scopes vary depending upon the classification of the area to be cleared. Contract drawings will designate two categories of Clearing Areas; the Conductor Clearance Zone and Side Zones.

2. **Related NU and National Standards**

   A. OTRM 030 Right-of-Way Vegetation Initial Clearance Standard for 115kV and 345-kV Transmission Lines
   C. OTRM 222 Operation of Equipment on NU Rights-of-Way

3. **Definitions**

   For further illustration of definitions, 2.1 through 1.12 see OTRM 030 Figures A through C and V-1 through V-6
   A. Clearing Area – The work area, which includes a central Conductor Clearance Zone flanked by two Side Zones.
   B. Conductor Clearance Zone – Areas normally located along the center portion of the width to be cleared that includes the structures and areas beneath the conductors. The width varies with the type of structure to be installed. Contract drawings provide details of the locations of the conductor clearance zones.
   C. Side Zones – Areas adjoining the Conductor Clearance Zone to the edge of the cleared limits of the right-of-way to provide for clearances between conductors and vegetation. Contract drawings provide details of the locations of side zones.
   D. Water Supply Area – Areas owned or controlled by a public or private water supply agency for water supply purposes.
   E. Tree – A woody plant normally maturing at 20 feet or more in height, usually with a single trunk un-branched for several feet above the ground, with a definite crown.
   F. Danger Tree – Any tree located outside the limits of clearing shown on the drawing identified by the owner's representative, which could endanger the transmission line by falling closer than 6 feet to the normal 60°F sag position of a conductor.
   G. ROW Access Route – Routes within the limits of the right-of-way generally but not necessarily within the area to be cleared, to which construction traffic is to be
confined. This route shall be cleared for a width of 15 feet in the manner specified within the project documents.

H. Off-ROW Access Route – Routes outside of the limits of the ROW on private property for which rights have been or will be obtained. Such routes provide shortened access from public highways or circumvent obstacles on the ROW. This route shall be cleared for a width of 15 feet in a manner specified elsewhere.

I. Structure Clearing Area – Area that is required for the installation, equipment set up or removal work, within the conductor clearing area as shown in OTRM 030 Figure C.

J. 60° Sag Position – Conductor design elevation at any given point at 60°F – no wind.

K. Maximum Hot Sag Position – Conductor elevation at any given point under emergency high temperature operation 285°F unless otherwise noted on project profile drawings.

4. General Requirements

A. Access to and along the ROW

The owner has acquired entry and access rights to the ROW covering the project as stated elsewhere in the contract documents. The contractor shall obtain the approval of the owner’s representative prior to the clearing and use of each section of access routes.

The normal access to any job site is along the owner’s ROW from the intersection with the nearest public way. The ROW Development and Management (D & M) Plan for the project, which is a part of the contract drawings, establishes the location of access roads along the ROW. The contractor shall confine all travel within the ROW to the routes designated on the D & M plan. Alternative access routes shall not be used without the approval of the owner’s representative who will ascertain if any additional regulatory approval is required before use. Use of alternative access will typically result in owner’s re-designation of identified access routes.

Temporary rights of access over adjacent land may also be indicated on the drawings or subsequently be available via the owner’s representative or construction manager. The contractor shall strictly observe established conditions attendant to the use of any temporary rights.

Continuing negotiations with property owners and regulatory authorities may result in access roads being located other than shown on the contract drawings. The owner’s representative or construction manager shall instruct the contractor regarding such changes. The contractor shall make no access route changes except on the instruction of the owner’s representative.

B. Site Location

The owner will flag the limits of clearing work to be done by the contractor; this shall include the limits of the clearing areas on the ROW and the location of all access routes, structures, Conductor Clearing Areas and Side Zones. The owner will identify individual trees that have been approved by the owner’s representative to remain and mark them for preservation. The contractor shall confirm the location of all access
routes both on and off the ROW with the owner’s representative before commencing work or making entry into a new work area.

The contractor shall preserve these field markings established by the owner for the duration of the project. The contractor is further responsible to preserve and leave undisturbed all permanent property monuments.

C. Contact with Property Owners and the Public

Property owners along the ROW will be advised by the owner’s representative or construction manager of the nature of the work to be conducted on the ROW in advance of any contractor entry. All subsequent contacts with property owners on or adjacent to the ROW and access routes will be established by or with the prior specific permission of the owner’s representative. The contractor shall immediately advise the owner’s representative of any inquiries or complaints made by property owners during the progress of the work.

The owner reserves unto itself the responsibility for public relations. The contractor shall make no statements regarding the work in progress. The contractor shall refer to the owner’s representative any interest in the work expressed by individuals or groups for the general public.

D. Regulatory Aspects

The owner has general environmental obligations as well as specific development and management (D & M) plan obligations relative to the overall construction of the transmission line. As applied to the work under this specification, these obligations bear on the elimination or reduction of adverse environmental effects on desirable vegetation, fish, wildlife, forests, water purity, and water resources.

Stream crossings with equipment shall only be performed in a manner consistent with the D & M plan to avoid disturbance of stream banks and stream bottoms, which would result in siltation.

Where a wet area must be traversed by an access road or other construction, careful provision must be made to assure that surface and subsurface drainage is not impaired. The contractor shall repair any disturbance to natural drainage caused by the contractor’s operation to the equivalent of the original condition.

The contractor shall take special care when moving equipment to prevent erosion on slopes leading to wetland areas. Disturbed surfaces caused by the contractor’s operation which may lead to erosion or siltation shall be quickly repaired to the equivalent original condition by the contractor.

Any storage yards for trucks, equipment, etc, shall be located as far as practical away from stream and wetland buffer zones to minimize the potential adverse effects on these resources. The recommended distance for storage of equipment is 100 feet from the edge of any stream or wetland.

The statements above shall serve to advise the contractor of the scope and character of any Environmental Protections for which he shall be responsible.

The conduct of the work may be monitored by representatives of appropriate regulatory agencies. All contacts with such agencies and their representatives will be initiated by or referred to the owner’s representative.

E. Contractor’s Field Headquarters

The owner has made no provision for a contractor’s field headquarters near the right-of-way. The contractor shall make their own provisions for a field reporting headquarters off the ROW and the cost thereof shall be included as part of their operating overhead. The cost of the contractor’s field reporting headquarters shall not be separately billed to the owner. The contractor shall obtain the approval of the owner’s representative as to the location of any field reporting headquarters.

F. Fences

No fence on the ROW or crossing access routes may be cut without permission of the owner’s representative. Fences cut for any temporary purpose shall be repaired immediately upon completion of that purpose.

Gates may exist or be required along the ROW. The contractor shall furnish and install such gates as the owner’s representative may direct as an extra cost to the owner.

The contractor shall keep closed except when moving personnel and equipment, all fence openings or gates. Particular care shall be taken to see that livestock are not allowed out of their intended bounds. The contractor is responsible for all consequential damages arising out of livestock being allowed out of their intended bounds or unauthorized access and damage from the general public as a result of their activities.

G. Overhead Electric Lines

Overhead lines energized at various voltages may be located within the ROW, cross the ROW and/or be parallel to the ROW at various locations. Such lines shall be considered energized at all times.

When in proximity to any overhead line:

1) The contractor is responsible to alert their people to the energized potential electrical hazard

2) The contractor is independently responsible to train maintain working clearance required by Occupational Health and Safety Regulations (29 CFR 1910.269 and ANSI Z-133)

3) The contractor shall further respond to applicable requirements of the owner’s safety manual as the owner’s representative may direct.

Should conditions develop where the performance of the work and overhead lines on the ROW are in conflict, the contractor shall not proceed with the work until after the situation has been reviewed with the owner’s representative and all appropriate arrangements to address safety concerns or corrective actions made by the contractor.
During ROW clearing operations, including travel to and from worksites, the contractor shall set up equipment and arrange procedures to maintain safe vertical and horizontal clearances in accordance with OTRM 222.001. Elevating equipment shall be positioned in a manner and location so that the operation of this equipment would not violate owner requirements or safety regulations.

In any case, where equipment must be positioned so that it is capable of contacting any conductors, the owner’s representative may require that the work proceed under the owner’s protective tagging system. In such cases, the owner’s representative shall define to the contractor whether the application of the protective tagging system provides an energized or de-energized line, and if energized, the limits of the protection provided.

H. Water Supply Areas

The owner will show on the project drawings where any portion of the work falls within a public water supply watershed or well field. It is the contractor’s responsibility in a water supply area to:

1) Immediately remove any litter originating with his operations
2) Provide commercial toilet service for the control and removal of wastes
3) Ensure proper storage and containment of all chemicals and petroleum products. Prevent the spillage of any chemical or petroleum products. In the event of a spill, the contractor shall immediately report the spill to the owner’s representative to initiate the necessary regulatory notifications and corrective action. Payment under the contract documents shall not be made for the work and materials expended to accomplish the required spill cleanup and rehabilitation.

I. Wetlands

Wetland areas designated on the plans or drawings shall be avoided to the extent practical and all activities within or adjacent to wetland areas shall follow the prescribed procedures or practices to be followed when working within or in close proximity to these areas.

1) Heavy machinery or equipment shall not be used in wetland areas
2) All vegetative debris must be removed immediately from wetland areas.
3) Storing of equipment and refueling shall not be allowed within 100 feet of any designated wetland boundary.
4) Prevent the spillage of any chemical or petroleum products. In the event of a spill, the contractor shall immediately report the spill to the owner’s representative to initiate the necessary regulatory notifications and corrective action. Payment under the contract documents shall not be made for the work and materials expended to accomplish the required spill cleanup and rehabilitation.

J. Herbicide Treatments

Herbicides are not usually applied within the scope or during the schedule of work under a ROW clearing specifications. Any unusual case, which is an exception to this generality, shall be specified elsewhere in the contract documents.
5. Cutting

A. General Requirements

1) Stump Height - All stumps except those within access route areas shall be cut to a height above ground of not more than one-half the stump diameter. However, in no case shall stumps be left higher than 10” on the uphill side unless used as a support for a fence or for removal in areas where stumps will be removed. Within the Conductor Clearance Zone, all access routes and at all Structure Clearing Areas stumps shall be cut to within 3” of the ground. Stumps in developed lawn areas shall be ground to 6” below the surface, covered with 6” of soil, seeded, and mulched.

2) Cordwood – Where specifically designated on the drawings or in the Special Conditions, cordwood shall be cut in four (4) foot lengths and piled in accordance with the Disposal section.

3) Tree-length Logs – All logs not designated for use as cordwood shall be limbed-out into tree-length logs and disposed of as indicated in the Disposal section. The contractor may elect to cut the logs into shorter lengths.

4) Brush – The remaining limbed-out branches and small stems measuring less than 3” in diameter on the large end are designated “brush” and shall be disposed of as indicated in the Disposal section.

5) Danger Trees – The owner’s representative shall designate removal of certain danger trees situated outside the limits of clearing shown on the drawings for which rights of removal have been obtained. These trees shall be removed and disposed of under the same provisions of the contract documents applying to these activities on the adjacent cleared ROW. Re-inspection of the ROW after the initial removal of marked danger trees may result in the owner’s representative marking additional danger trees for removal.

6) Prohibitive Cutting – The contractor shall not remove trees outside the limits of clearing shown on the drawings unless marked by the owner’s representative as a danger tree to be removed or in an Off-ROW Access Route marked by the owner’s representative.

B. Cutting Areas

1) Conductor Clearance Zone – Within these areas all tall-maturing tree species as well as low growing shrub species shall be cut in order to provide a clear and accessible area for the construction of the new facilities.

2) Side Zones – Within these areas all tall-maturing tree species shall be removed. Where the density of trees to be removed in a given area will allow practical preservation of specimens in good condition, the owner’s representative will preserve low-growing desirable species listed under OTRM 030 Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 to the extent practical. This will be allowed where vegetation to be preserved will not impinge upon the clearance envelope nor with construction, maintenance or operation of the proposed transmission line.

C. Pruning Practices – Trimming shall be accomplished in accordance with proper arboricultural practices and follow the guidelines established under ANSI Z-133;
Northeast Utilities
Overhead Transmission Line Standards

1) When cutting back or topping trees, drop crotch trimming shall be used as much
   as possible and avoid cutting back to small suckers.

2) In general reduction of size (cut back or topping) not more than 1/3 of the total
   area should be reduced at a single operation.

3) All cuts shall be made sufficiently close to the parent stem so that healing can
   readily start under normal conditions.

4) All limbs 1 inch in diameter (size of a quarter) or over must be pre-cut to prevent
   splitting.

5) Trees showing visible signs of disease or damage shall be reported to the owner
   who will decide whether they will be trimmed or removed.

6. Disposal
   A. General
      1) Techniques – Disposal techniques will be as hereinafter specified or as may be
         more explicitly called for on the drawings or plans at a specific location.
      2) Fallen Trees and Limbs – All trees and limbs in the proposed clearing area,
         which have fallen or were cut prior to the clearing of the ROW shall be
         considered part of the contract and disposed of accordingly. This does not apply
         to cuttings that were stacked to decay and provide wildlife habitat.
      3) Danger Trees – Danger trees shall be disposed of under the same provisions of
         the contract documents that apply to disposal on the adjacent cleared ROW.
      4) Cherry Tree Disposal Precaution – Wilted cherry leaves are poisonous to
         livestock, therefore, in areas frequented by livestock any cherry cuttings shall be
         disposed of immediately out of reach of livestock.

   B. Logs
      1) Tree-Length Logs – Removal of tree length logs in all areas shall be the primary
         method of disposal. Tree length logs including shorter lengths and limbs
         measuring at least three (3) inches in diameter on the small end shall be
         temporarily piled neatly within the cleared portions of the ROW outside the
         conductor clearance zone and as near the ROW boundaries as possible.
         However, none shall be piled within roads, paths, cleared areas for access roads,
         within 100 feet of a wetland boundary or within 100 feet longitudinally on either
         side of an angle point.
         Each pile shall be no higher than then (10) feet and no wider on the ground than
         sixteen (16) feet. Each pile shall be spaced at least six (6) feet from adjacent log
         piles or brush piles.
      2) Cordwood – Where specified on the drawings cordwood in four (4) foot lengths
         shall be piled in four (4) foot high piles parallel to the sides of the ROW along the
         edges of the cleared areas. Single piles of cordwood shall not exceed sixteen
         (16) feet in length.
      3) Salvageable Wood Products – For those forest products owned by the NU
         Operating Subsidiary and for which there is marketable value, NU will estimate
         the value of the timber and it shall be the contractor’s responsibility to validate
         the value of the timber, to perform the cutting, salvage, and marketing operation.
at his sole discretion, and shall be conducted subject to the constraints expressed below.

a) All forest products cut by the contractor for market become the property of the contractor and shall be removed from the ROW. Cutting remnants shall be disposed by either the manner specified for brush disposal at the cutting location, or when larger than brush size, shall be combined with the disposal of unmarketable logs in the manner specified for logs at the cutting location.

b) The contractor shall state the scope of their marketing intentions in their proposal, and shall quote a unit price or prices, which apply to material actually removed for market. The contractor shall report, subject to confirmation by the owner’s representative, the materials actually removed from the ROW.

c) The contractor shall complete his removals for market within 90 days after cutting. With the expiry of the stated time, all materials then remaining on the ROW reverts to being the property of the owner.

d) The contractor may not conduct sales to the general public at or on the ROW locations.

e) Sawlog measurement shall be based on the international (1/4” kerf) log scale. Trees cut for sawlogs shall be to a minimum of:
   i) 10” tip DIB for hardwoods (deciduous)
   ii) 6” tip DIB for softwoods (coniferous, including cedar)

Other measurements shall be as follows:
   i) Posts – linear foot, 10”DIB maximum
   ii) Cordwood – Standard Cord, 4X4X8
   iii) Wood Chips – cubic yard

C. Brush

1) Chipping – shall be the primary method of disposal. The chips shall not be left in piles but shall be spread on the ROW. The maximum depth of fresh chips shall be no greater than three (3) inches. Avoid burying desirable low-growing shrubs such as lowbush blueberries as practicable. Chips shall not be placed within access roads, structure-clearing areas, or within defined wetlands.

2) Piling – to the extent, may be allowed as method of disposal in some areas if noted on the Development and Management Plan. Brush shall be piled within the same cleared areas as the log piles. Each brush pile shall be no higher than four (4) feet and no longer than sixteen (16) feet on its maximum horizontal dimension. Each brush pile shall be separated from any other brush or log pile by at least six (6) feet. Care shall be taken not to pile within the Conductor Clearance zone or within 100 feet longitudinally in both directions from an angle point.

D. Burying

Burying of vegetative debris is not permitted as a means of disposal.

E. Burning
7. **Deviations**

   This standard sets forth the current NU 'best practices' for most applications of this subject matter. Therefore, deviation from this standard is generally not permitted. However, in unique instances a user may submit a written deviation request including justification to the listed Subject Matter Expert (SME). The SME must approve or deny the request in writing prior to the user commencing any non-standard activities. The SME may consult with his/her supervisor, co-SME if any and co-SME supervisor, and subsequently must copy any approval to them.

8. **Approving Managers and SME’s**

   Manager-Transmission Line Construction & Maintenance; NU
   
   Manager of Transmission Engineering; PSNH
   
   SME
   
   Supervisor Transmission Vegetation Management NU

---
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